GARY W. WOOLSON

Out of Print and Rare Books

Maps, Prints, and Manuscripts on all subjects

Lists Issued

P. O. Box 1051
Bangor, Maine 04401

Mail Orders a Specialty
Open by appointment only

(No Telephone)

Tuttle's Catalog #379

"GENEALOGY AND LOCAL HISTORY"

Lists over 3,000 genealogies, 2,400 town and country histories. Plus extensive listings of available books on heraldry, surnames, English & Irish records, vital statistics, patriotic societies, etc. Maps, atlases, coats-of-arms too. And dozens of reprints of scarce research works previously available only at premium price.

Catalog #379 192 pages $1.50

CHARLES E. TUTTLE CO., INC.
RUTLAND, VT. 05701

Search Service & want lists maintained for hard-to-find items.
We are booksellers and publishers since 1832.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLISHING COMPANY
and the
MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Are Pleased to Announce

THE BLAINE HOUSE:
HOME OF MAINE'S GOVERNORS

by H. Draper Hunt

160 pages, illustrated, containing the life and times of sixteen Governors and their families.

Available in May
Hardbound $10.00 Softbound $5.95

ORDER FROM:
The New Hampshire Publishing Co.
15 Interstate Drive
Somersworth, New Hampshire 03878

The Maine Historical Society Quarterly is published at 485 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04111. It is received four times a year by 1530 members and 93 libraries.

Subscriptions to the Quarterly are available through membership only. Dues for membership in the Society start at $10.00.

The Quarterly is interested in considering articles pertaining to all aspects of Maine history which have not been published previously elsewhere. Normally, they should not exceed 6000 words in length.

All inquiries, manuscript submissions, membership applications, and requests for advertising schedules should be addressed to the Editor.